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Are We Seeing a Bear Market Trap?

Global equity markets suffered a bruising third quarter, 
shedding $11 trillion worth of global share over three 
months. It was the market’s worst quarter performance 
since 2011.  

Last week the Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 
almost 1%. Only 26 NYSE stocks touched new highs 
against 795 new lows and we saw 1444 stocks 
advance while 1805 declined. The weekly action was 
mostly confined to Friday, when the market opened 
lower on the bad employwment figures, but then
reversed and advanced sharply. The problem was that 
volume was light.

In our economic analysis, we suggested investors 
prepare for volatility in 2015. The two macro economic 
issues that the market is working through are the 
following: 1) Will the Federal Reserve move off of zero 
interest rate policy this year? 2) What is the real 
economic story with the world’s second largest
economy (China), and what does this tell us about 
global economic growth? 

Lousy Number

That sums up the U.S. employment reports. 
September’s non-farm payrolls disappointed in a major 
way, rising 142,000, which was nowhere near the 
consensus estimate of 201,000.  When you tack on 
the cumulative 59,000 downward revision to the prior 
two months (what looked like an okay +173,000 print in 
August now looks downright tepid at +136,000), the 
miss was even more pronounced.

In fact, this was the sixth of the past eight reports to have 
shown a downward revision – another pattern of 
weakness. 

And these last two months (now +142,000 and +136,000) 
are the lowest sequence since the December 2013 and 
January 2014 polar vortex and prior to that, June and July 
of 2012 (which prompted the Federal Reserve to get even 
more aggressive on easing monetary policy).

Adding insult to injury to this report was the 
contraction in the workweek to 34.5 hours from 34.6 
hours in August, which is effectively equivalent to an add-
ed 348,000 in job losses.

So take the headline number, tack on the downward re-
visions and the loss of labor input from the decline in the 
workweek, and the “real” payroll number is -265,000. You 
read that right.

Market Analysis

On page two, is a daily chart of the S&P 500. We still 
have a long-term bearish signal in when the 50-day
moving average (MA) crossed below the 200-day MA. We 
have also seen a short-term ascending wedge pattern. 
The downside violation of the lower support line
confirmed the rally failure, and bounce on Wednesday 
(S&P 500 gained nearly 2%) reinforced the support near 
the August lows.

If we have a successful retest of the August low, we 
would next need to see the S&P 500 head above its 
falling 50-day moving average and possibly its 
mid-September peak at 2020. It would likely need to clear 
both barriers to tread back up again.  
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Continued Technical Bearish Confirmation?

The 20-week MA moved below the 50-week MA.  The last time the S&P 500 had the 20-week moving 
average (MA) move below the 50-week MA was in 2011. At the time the two moving averages crossed, 
the S&P 500 traded at approximately 1236.  The index continued lower to the trend line established at the 
lows in 2009 to 1072.  The 20-week MA did move again above the 50-week MA but it took months and not 
before the S&P 500 declined more than 13%.  So let’s be careful out there.

As we examine the macro economic data, equity fundamentals, and technical analysis, we note that we 
continue to be mostly in the negative camp.  With the market decline in late August, and a recovery of 
about half of the decline in September, it is not as robust as one would expect from a healthy market.  
Therefore, we would suggest investors gradually lower equity levels for overinvested accounts.
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Sector Performance 

In the third calendar quarter, the S&P 500 was led by the Utilities, Consumer Staples, and Consumer 
Discretionary sectors with total returns of 4.77%, -1.48%, and -3.63% respectively. The sectors that 
lagged were Materials, Energy, and Health Care with total returns of -17.51%, -16.91%, and -11.60% 
respectively.

  Source: STA Wealth, S&P Capital IQ.  

In the table below you will notice the sector performance for the 10 S&P 500 sectors over the last four 
calendar quarters. Take close notice of the dispersion in returns for the sectors. While you could invest 
in a S&P 500 index for your equity exposure, I believe that sector rotation can offer better risk adjusted 
returns over time.



A Picture for the Gold Bugs

The chart below still does not get me motivated to buy gold. The green bubble below indicates the 
break in what was a short-term upward trend. Remember some important factors that impact gold 
are the expectations for a falling dollar and the expectations for inflation. Neither make a bullish case 
for gold any time soon.

Sector Relative Rotation Model

The Sector Relative Rotation Model shows what sectors of the S&P 500 are strengthening and what 
sectors are weakening relative to the index. In other words, what is driving returns versus detracting 
from them.

The chart below (updated through September 24, 2015) indicates relative strength (relative to the S&P 
500 Index) for Utilities, Consumer Discretion, and Consumer Staples.  The weaker sectors include 
Energy and Materials sectors. Keep in mind while this model is helpful to analyze sector strength in 
the S&P 500, it is one tool and should be used with a comprehensive investment discipline. 



Note: There are four quadrants on the chart:
• Leading (Green) – strong relative strength and strong momentum
• Weakening (Yellow) – strong relative strength but weakening momentum
• Lagging (Red) – weak relative strength and weak momentum
• Improving (Blue) – weak relative strength but improving momentum

Bonds are Winning!

The Relative Rotation Model below shows the trends in relative strength for a number of asset classes 
against the Vanguard Balanced Index Fund (VBINX). The VBINX seeks to track the performance of a 
broad, market-weighted bond index and a benchmark index that measures the investment return of the 
overall U.S. stock market.  With approximately 60% of its assets, the fund seeks to track the investment 
performance of the Total Market index. With approximately 40% of its assets, the fund seeks to track 
the investment performance of the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Float Adjusted Index.

The most important message sent by this chart is that equities (SPY) are moving in the opposite
direction of bonds (IEF and LQD). This indicates that the Equity/Bond ratio is now clearly trending lower 
which suggests a preference for bonds over equities. 
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Government Bonds

The rising support line on the iShares Barclays 7-10 Year Treasury Bond Fund (IEF) chart, connecting 
the lows of 2011, 2013, 2014, and 2015 is still intact (see below).  During the first half of 2015, lower 
highs and lower lows formed a falling trend channel but support was strong enough in the 104 area to 
prevent a further decline. Out of that new low, IEF has started a move higher again and is now 
challenging resistance in the 108-109 area.  

Don’t be fooled by the fact that these levels are (close to) all-time highs for IEF and you may think 
there is not much more room for upside left as yield is already low.  The first reason is that IEF, like all 
ticker symbols on the charts we show in the Market Report, is a total return series, which means that 
the historical coupon (or dividend) payments have been included in the price development you see 
on the chart.  For tickers like IEF, this has a higher impact than for a generic stock like IBM or MCD.  
The second reason, often overlooked, is that a 0.5% drop in yield from 2% is a much bigger move in 
price than a 0.5% drop down from 8%. A roughly 1-1 comparison shows that in the first case, price of a 
bond (or ETF in this case) would rise 25% while in the latter case the price of the corresponding bond 
would rise only 6.25%. In other words, despite very low levels in yield, prices of underlying bonds can 
still show big swings up and down.
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If you have any questions, please feel free to email me at luke@stawealth.com. 

Have a great week,

Luke

STA Wealth Management Investment Committee 
Luke Patterson, CIO
Mike Smith, President
Andrei Costas, Senior Investment Analyst

Disclaimer:
Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of investments involve 
varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment 
strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by STA Wealth 
Management, LLC), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will 
be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual 
situation, or prove successful.  Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the 
content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions.  Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion 
or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice 
from STA Wealth Management, LLC.  Please remember to contact STA Wealth Management, LLC, in writing, if there are 
any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising 
our previous recommendations and/or services.  STA Wealth Management, LLC is neither a law firm nor a certified public 
accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice.  A copy of the 
STA Wealth Management, LLC’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees continues 
to remain available upon request.

Corporate Bonds

On the Relative Rotation Model above, you can see that the iShares Investment Grade Corporate Bond 
Fund (LQD) moves very close to the IEF inside the leading quadrant and is moving deeper into it and at 
the same rate of change, and represents another clear outperformer compared to equities (SPY).  
Similar to IEF the price chart above indicates LQD also managed to hold up above the rising support 
line and seems to be putting in a new low as it starts to move higher.

On the price chart, there is some horizontal resistance expected around $117.50. The relative outlook is 
strong and should continue over the next few weeks.

To wrap up the discussion on bonds, government and corporate bonds are taking the lead over stocks. 
With that said, you should take advantage of current prices to reallocate or reduce exposure to your
longer-term portfolio goal weight in fixed income.


